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Bark-stripped western hemlock.
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Many of the criteria listed above for identifying cultural tapered
scars on cedars can be used to determine whether or not
rectangular scars on species such as hemlock, spruce and
Douglas-fir are cultural in origin. However, it should be noted
that cultural scars on Douglas-firs may have bark on the scar face.
In contrast to most other species, which try to heal a scar by
covering it with scar lobes, Douglas-fir trees appear to be able to
regenerate bark over the entire scar. The previously stripped area
is distinguished by bark that is smoother and often darker than the
original bark. In order to identify these scars as cultural, regular
scar shapes or toolmarks must be visible, since the trees also can
lose bark as a result of fires and other natural agents.

Another difference is found on culturally stripped hemlock trees
where growth rings that develop after stripping are suppressed
rather than expanded, as they are on cedar trees.

Birch bark was stripped by only a few groups on the coast.
Birch bark scars are discussed in the section on Interior
British Columbia.

Identifying Aboriginally-logged Trees

Aboriginally-logged trees are trees which have been tested,
felled, cut, or otherwise modified by aboriginal people as part of
the traditional procurement of logs, posts, planks and other
pieces of wood. These trees were modified using traditional
tools and the techniques typical of the 18th and 19th centuries,
which included the use of chisels made of trade iron. In some
cases, aboriginally-logged trees (or, more simply, logged trees)
display evidence of more recent Eurocanadian logging tools
(axes, crosscut saws, springboards) and techniques (especially
the undercut/backcut technique still used today for the felling of
large trees). These trees are CMTs if they were modified to
obtain wood and other products for traditional aboriginal use,
rather than for commercial purposes as part of the Eurocanadian
market economy.
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Features and types of aboriginally-logged trees

There are seven major types of aboriginally-logged trees based
on the kinds of features present. A feature is a modification
produced by wood or bark removal. Common features on
aboriginally logged trees are test holes, undercut scars, plank
scars, stumps, logs, log sections, notches, and canoe blanks. The
tree itself, whether standing or felled, also is treated as a feature.
Less common features include platform notches, logging
detritus, and lofting logs. These terms are defined in the
glossary and in the text below.

Major Types of Aboriginally-logged Trees
• tested tree — has test hole or holes
• undercut tree — has undercut scar
• felled tree — has stump and/or log
• sectioned tree — has log sections
• notched tree — has notch or notches
• planked tree — has plank scar or scars
• canoe tree — has canoe blank

The key to classifying aboriginally-logged trees is to remember
that, when more than one kind of feature is present on a tree, the
feature presumed last in the modification sequence is used to
describe the CMT type, since it represents most closely the
intended use of the tree. For example, a CMT with a notch and a
plank scar is described as a planked tree rather than a notched
tree since notching usually precedes removal of a plank. The
seven types named above are listed in the order of precedence,
with a canoe tree the most advanced form of modification.

Note on the Usage of “Tree”

Use of the term “tree” does not necessarily mean that the CMT is
standing. Some kinds of modified trees are standing (tested and
undercut CMTs (unless wind fallen), whereas other kinds of modified
trees (felled, sectioned and canoe CMTs) are non-standing. Notched
and planked trees can be either standing or non-standing.
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Criteria for identifying aboriginally-logged trees

Large cedar stumps with even-height (flat-top) surfaces are
almost certainly a result of cultural modification, because cedar
trees tend to blow down or shatter into long splinters rather than
snapping cleanly across at a height of 1 to 3 m above ground.
Toolmarks are often lacking when the surface of the stump has
deteriorated; when present, they may be completely obscured by
the roots of large nursing trees [see photo, p. 48].

The presence of toolmarks on standing trees, stumps, cut logs, or
windfalls is a clear indication of cultural modification, but addi-
tional criteria are necessary to distinguish the results of aboriginal
logging from those of non-aboriginal commercial logging.

Logged trees are considered aboriginal when:
• a stump shows a single massive undercut resulting in a

barberchair spire, or a continuous girdling of the tree
• a plank-strip scar is present on a standing tree. Such scars on

felled trees or windfalls are probably aboriginal. If two
parallel narrow slots are present at one end of the scar and
other parallel slots or an open-angled horizontal notch are
present at the other end, the logging is aboriginal

• chisel or adze marks (cutmarks 2 to 5 cm wide) are present or
wedge striations are visible on the split faces

• a small rectangular hole is chiselled into the tree to test the
heartwood (not to be confused with holes made by pileated
woodpeckers)

• nursing trees on the feature predate commercial logging in
the local area.

Logged trees are considered not to be aboriginal when:
• a stump has springboard notches (unless it is associated with

a clearly aboriginal feature such as a partly finished canoe or
a log with a missing section)

• a stump has chainsaw cuts
• a stump has an axed undercut combined with a sawn back-

cut, a stepped-top, and widely scattered logging debris
displaying cross-cut saw marks.
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Stumps displaying these characteristics are most likely the result
of non-aboriginal commercial logging. However, it should be
stressed that modern felling techniques can still result in a CMT

if the purpose is a traditional use of the tree.

Distinguishing Aboriginally-logged Trees in the Field

Field inventory conditions (dense undergrowth, rugged terrain, poor
weather) are not always the best for the recognition of aboriginally-
logged CMTs such as logs, log sections, and low stumps which are
often not evident from any distance. All cedar logs, windfalls and
stumps of a size suitable for aboriginal logging should be examined
carefully for evidence of use during a field survey. Moss, salal and
other plants growing on logs and stumps may have to be removed in
order to determine if toolmarks are present.

Stumps with springboard-like notches should be examined for
toolmarks and the presence of a log or log sections, and not be
automatically dismissed as commercial in origin.

Tested trees

A tested tree is a standing tree with one or more rectangular
holes chopped into its trunk. These holes are commonly called
“test holes” though the term “alcove” also has been used. It is
thought that these holes were made to determine the soundness
of the heartwood of the tree, a consideration that was
particularly important when looking for a tree suitable for a
canoe or planks.

Features always present on a tested tree are:
• the tree itself — usually a large western redcedar
• test hole — see below

Other features which can be present are:
• logging detritus — see below
• platform notch — see below
• notch — see below

Test hole: A test hole is a four-sided alcove cut into a standing
tree, usually deep into the heartwood. Two very different kinds
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of four-sided holes have been called test holes. The first is found
most commonly on the Queen Charlotte Islands (Haida Gwaii)
and elsewhere on the north Coast. They consist of relatively
large holes that start at the outer surface (bark) of the tree. These
test holes are usually rectangular when viewed from the front of
the tree, although some more or less square examples have been
reported. The long axis of the hole is usually horizontal rather
than vertical. Usually, the hole has a flat bottom and a flat or
“stepped” top that slopes down into the hole to form the back of
the hole. Unlike undercut scars which they resemble (see
below), a test hole will have cut or split left and right sides.
Wedge or splitting-adze marks may be found. Healing lobes
normally will be present along the edges of the hole, but the
sides of the hole are not formed by these lobes. Axe, adze or
chisel cut marks are usually present inside the hole.

These test holes are of variable size, with lengths and widths
commonly in excess of 50 cm. The holes can be of varying
heights above ground, from about 0.5 m to over 4.0 m. Bark
often sloughs off the tree both above and below the test hole. A
tree may have more than one test hole, including trees with test
holes above one another and examples of test holes on opposite
sides of the tree (but at different heights). Test holes have been
reported on stumps.

Little is known about these holes. In addition to possible use as
tests of wood soundness, it has been suggested that they could
be notches for felling or planking the tree, or alcoves for holding
trapsets. However, trapping alcoves differ from test holes in that
they are generally smaller and lower on the tree, and occur on
trees other than western redcedar and yellow cedar.

A second kind of test hole is considerably smaller, and has been
identified so far on the Queen Charlotte Islands, central coast
and northeast Vancouver Island. They are holes cut to test the
soundness of the heartwood after a flaw had been detected while
cutting a large notch. Presumably the notch was the first step in
felling the tree or removing a plank. These small test holes are
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cut into the back of the notch, and are smaller than the notch.
These holes typically do not exceed 50 cm in width or height,
and taper into the tree.

Western redcedar with large test hole.

Platform notch: A feature found on some trees and stumps are
notches and grooves that held parts of ladders, platforms and
other means of providing a firm footing for the aboriginal
loggers close to the tree but above the forest floor. Some of
these notches could have been toe holds. Commonly called
platform notches, these features include round, square and
L-shaped notches; rectangular notches (with four sides); and
rectangular channels (with two sides). Aboriginal notches tend
to be smaller than the springboard notches used in early
commercial logging.
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Logging detritus: Logging detritus refers to the waste chips,
chunks and slabs produced as by-products of aboriginal logging.
Detritus can vary in size from small to large, and in quantity
from a few pieces to a large number of pieces. Discarded wood
chips from the chopping of the test hole may be present at the
base of the tree, or deeply buried under moss and organic layers.

Undercut trees

An undercut tree is a standing tree which has an area of missing
wood and bark that was removed as part of the initial stage of
felling the tree. The area of missing wood and bark is called the
undercut scar. As with test holes, scar lobes form over the
vertical sides of the chopped area, reducing the original width of
the hole.

Undercut cedar with test hole-like undercut. Scale in 10 cm
intervals.
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Undercut western redcedar with square platform notch below
undercut.

This sometimes makes it difficult to distinguish between an
undercut scar and a test hole.

An undercut tree — usually a large, mature standing western
redcedar or yellow cedar — is characterized by the presence of
an undercut scar.

Other features may include:
• logging detritus

Undercut scar: These features resemble test holes, but
generally are somewhat larger in size. Unlike test holes,
undercut scars do not have cut sides. Instead, they have sides
formed by healing lobes. These sides formed a considerable
time after the undercut scar was made. Toolmarks are present on
the top and bottom of the undercut scar, but absent from the
sides. Burn marks may exist in or around the undercut scar.




